


There is a point where you don’t think you should take it beyond, when you are on 

the edge and you’re just pushing your luck a little. - John Surtees

RACING TERMINOLOGY

race: One hand. One deal of the cards.
qualifying: The method used to determine starting position.
suit: Suits are used to divide the cards into groups of thirteen. 
The suits have no rank.
challenging: A racecar battling the racecar directly ahead for 
position.
extending: To move one space forward into an open space by 
playing an Extend card.
drafting (technical): To be pulled along using another racecar's 
draft (the air pocket behind a moving automobile).
�eld: All the racecars participating in a race as a group.
race lap: The battle for positions from the last-placed racecar to 
the �rst-place racecar. Once the leader’s turn is completed, the 
next race lap starts from the back of the �eld.
racecar’s turn: One racecar’s movement during one race lap 
after defending any challenge.
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INTRODUCTION

LACORSA is a fast-paced game for the entire family. It captures 
the drama and tactics of Grand Prix racing.

STRATEGY AT SPEED

In LACORSA, the cards control the movement of the racecars on 
the game board as they battle for position on the track. Each 
deal of the cards is a race. Players must manage the power of 
their machines for the best possible result. Championship points 
are awarded based on the �nishing order after each race, and 
the driver with the most points after seven races is crowned 
World Champion.

Italians are passionate about Grand Prix racing. The art and 
culture that surround it inspires this game. In Italian, “la corsa” 
translates to “the race”.

LACORSA is for 2-6 drivers and you can play as teams or as 
individuals.
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RANK OF CARDS

Extend (1)
one space forward.

1 in a challenge.

Extend (2)
one space forward.

2 in a challenge.

Drafting Extend (3)
one space forward.

3 in a challenge.
The leader cannot

play this card
to extend.

Standard (4-11)
face value in a

challenge.

Champion (12)
12 in a challenge

(highest card).

Redline card (R) 
0 in a challenge.

Can be played with
 any other card

to add 2.
(12) + (R) = 14

2+



CONTENTS

78 playing cards (6 suits, the deck)
6 racecar playing pieces
1 three piece wooden playing board
1 six-sided die
1 championship table scorepad
23 marker cards (separate from the deck)
7 rule cards (separate from the deck)
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RACE TYPE

The number of players determines the game type.

Teams’ Championship 
2-3 players: Each driver operates two racecars. Point totals are 
combined for both race cars, and scores are recorded for teams 
and drivers.

Drivers’ Championship 
4-6 players: Each driver operates one racecar. Drivers may form 
teams in pairs and combine their point totals for a teams’ 
championship.

PRE-RACE
 
Each driver chooses a racecar playing piece (or 2 for teams).

If a driver is playing with two racecars, the racecars should be 
the same color. With a team of racecars, each player is dealt two 
hands. One set of cards for the left hand and one for the right. 
The racecar with the stripe is always on the right. Use the 
Marker cards to help identify the correct stack of cards.
 
Rank of Cards
 
The Champion card (12) is the highest value card, and 1 is the 
lowest (when played in a challenge).

The Redline card (R) adds 2 to any card played simultaneously 
but has no value when played alone. 

An Extend card (1, 2, 3) may be played after a racecar wins a 
challenge (or is left unchallenged) and has an empty space 
directly ahead. Every Extend card moves the racecar only one 
space forward. The race leader cannot play a Drafting Extend 
card (3).
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QUALIFYING

The Deal
 
The deck is formed by combining one suit of 13 cards for each 
racecar in the race (i.e., four racecars, four suits).

All the cards are shuf�ed and dealt face down to the drivers (13 
per racecar). Drivers will choose the optimal card on each turn 
and aim for the best possible �nish in every race.

Start Position
 
Drivers should form a stack of their cards during each turn. The 
cars must qualify to determine the starting positions. Each driver 
chooses a card to play. The chosen card is placed face down on 
top of their stack. All the drivers turn their cards over 
simultaneously. The highest card wins. A Redline card can be 
played at the start and will add 2 to the value of another card. A 
Redline card must be placed on the top of the stack, and the 
second chosen card must be placed directly underneath. 

note: It is good etiquette to place your racecar on top of your 
stack to show you are ready to qualify.
 
The racecar with the lowest ranking card is placed in the last 
position on the board. The remaining cars are placed front to 
back in the spaces directly ahead by the rank of the played cards 
(�gure 1). In qualifying only, a tie is resolved with a roll of the 
die. Highest roll wins.

For the remainder of the game, a discard pile is formed face up 
for all played cards, including Extend cards and discards.  



�gure 1 - QUALIFYING

the cards played by each racecar
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�gure 2 - START
�rst challenge on the �rst race lap

We are competing to win, and if you no longer go for a gap, you’re no longer a 

racing driver. - Ayrton Senna

THE RACE

Start of the Race
 
The race begins with the last-place racecar challenging the 
racecar directly ahead for position (�gure 2). Both drivers 
choose a card and place it face down on top of their racecar’s 
stack of cards (if a Redline card is used it must be above the 
second card you want to play). The cards are turned over and 
the highest card wins the challenge. A tie goes to the defender. 
If the challenger wins, it passes by exchanging places with the 
other racecar (�gure 3).

The played cards are discarded face up.
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�gure 3 - PASSING

racecars switch places if the challenger wins
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�gure 4 - NEXT TURN

the winner challenges the car ahead

Extending
     
After a racecar has won a challenge (or is left unchallenged), and 
there is an empty space directly ahead of it, the driver may 
discard or play an Extend card (1,2,3) (�gure 5). However, the 
leader of the race cannot play the Drafting Extend card (3). If a 
driver cannot play an Extend card, they must discard.

Extend cards are played face up. Playing an Extend card moves 
the racecar one space ahead, regardless of the number on the 
card. Extending allows a racecar to distance itself from the rest 
of the �eld by creating a gap.

The racecars behind must extend in the subsequent laps before 
challenging since a racecar must be directly behind another 
racecar at the start of its turn to attempt a pass. After a racecar 
has extended, or discarded, its turn is over. Play continues to the 
next racecar ahead.

Once the leading racecar has extended, discarded, or passed 
two racecars, one race lap has been completed. The next lap 
starts with the last-place racecar (�gure 6).

Play then continues with the winner challenging the next racecar 
directly ahead (�gure 4). A racecar’s turn is over when it has lost 
a challenge or passed two racecars. Play always continues to the 
next racecar ahead on the board.
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an extend card moves a racecar one space forward the next lap starts with the last-place racecar

a leading racecar �nishes its turn
by

(A) passing two racecars
or

(B) extending (card numbers 1 or 2)
or

(C) discarding

�gure 5 - EXTENDING �gure 6 - END OF ONE RACE LAP
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play moves on to next racecar

this racecar has
no cards left to play

�gure 7 - LAST LAP

POST-RACE

Scoring

Scoring is based on the system used in Grand Prix racing from 
1962 to 1991.
 

9 points are awarded for �rst place 
6 points are awarded for second place
4 points are awarded for third place
3 points are awarded for fourth place
2 points are awarded for �fth place
1 point is awarded for sixth place

The driver (or team of drivers) with the most points after 7 races 
is World Champion. A tie is resolved based on the most 
victories. Use the championship table scorepad to record race 
results.

Finish
 
When one racecar has played all of its cards, the remainder of 
the race lap is completed and the race is over (�gure 7). Each 
racecar �nishes its turn ending with the leader.
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QUICK START

Choose race type depending on number of players.
Pick racecar colors.
Build the correct deck size. 1 suit per car.
Shuf�e and deal all the cards face down to the racecars.
Each car selects a card (two with R) to qualify. 
Drivers simultaneously reveal their cards. Highest card (or 
two with R) wins.
Played cards are placed face up in a discard pile.
The car that played the lowest card is placed at the end of the 
board. Place the remaining cars by card rank, last to �rst. 
Die roll for ties in qualifying only. Highest roll wins.
Race starts with the last place racecar challenging the car 
directly ahead for position.
Each car plays a card (or two with R). Highest card(s) wins. 
Ties go to the car in front.
If the car behind wins, the cars switch positions.
Play continues with the winning racecar challenging the next 
car directly ahead.

You must be directly behind another racecar to challenge it 
for position.
Once a car loses a challenge its turn is over.
If a car passes 2 racecars on a lap, its turn is over.
If a racecar wins a challenge and has an open space directly 
ahead, it can move one space forward using Extend cards.
A car can only extend one space regardless of the number on 
the Extend card.
The leader cannot use the Drafting Extend card (3) to extend.
When a car extends, its turn is over.
If you cannot extend you must discard to end your turn.
After the leading car’s turn the next lap starts with the last- 
place racecar.
The race ends when a racecar runs out of cards. Play 
continues with the next car ahead and the �nal lap is 
completed (all the way to the �rst place racecar). 
Points are scored based on �nishing position.
A Championship consists of seven races. Score for drivers 
and teams.
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NOTES ON PLAY

You must always play a card (to challenge, to extend or 
discard).
A driver can pass and then extend, but cannot extend and then 
pass.
Only one Redline card may be played at a time (if two Redline 
cards are accidentally played at once, both are discarded for 
no value).
A Redline card may be used to discard two cards.
If a racecar runs out of cards before it �nishes its turn, play 
passes to the racecar ahead.
There will be no next lap if a racecar has run out of cards.
It is important to keep track of how many cards your 
opponents have. When asked, drivers must show the number 
of cards they have left to the other drivers.
When a player is playing with 2 racecars and the racecars 
meet in a challenge, the driver plays a card for each racecar. 
This allows the player to determine which racecar should be 
ahead (also known as team orders).
Your car does not have to extend (play an extend card) even if 
you have an extend card in your hand. Discard instead. 
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ILLUSTRATED QUICK START GUIDE



gears

accelerators

pistons

steering wheels

shift gates

cams
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SUITS

Find the latest LACORSA rule updates, expansions, house rules 
and foreign language translations.

RULE UPDATES
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